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Recent work from our laboratory in awake behaving animals shows that olfactory bulb
processing changes depending profoundly on behavioral context. Thus, we find that
when recording from the olfactory bulb in a mouse during a go–no go association
learning task, it is not unusual to find a mitral cell that initially does not respond to
the rewarded or unrewarded odors but develops a differential response to the stimuli
during the learning session. This places a challenge on how to approach understanding
of olfactory bulb processing, because neural interactions differ depending on the status
of the animal. Here we address the question of how the different approaches to study
olfactory bulb neuron responses, including studies in anesthetized and unanesthetized
animals in vivo and recordings in slices, complement each other. We conclude that more
critical understanding of the relationship between the measurements in the different
preparations is necessary for future advances in the understanding of olfactory bulb
processing of odor information.
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A major leap in our understanding of the olfactory system was provided by the discovery
of the olfactory receptor gene family, which
led to experiments showing that olfactory input results in a spatiotemporal odor map in the
glomerular layer of the olfactory bulb that is
formed by the projection of olfactory sensory
neurons expressing the same olfactory receptor to a small number of glomeruli.1–6 Even
at the presynaptic stage, this glomerular map
is not static and is influenced by active sniffing that changes drastically depending on the
context the animal is in and by centrifugal innervation.7,8 To complicate matters further, the
input to the olfactory system is not independent of other sensory systems, because sniffing is intimately coupled with movement of
the whiskers, which is important in somatosenAddress for correspondence: Diego Restrepo, University of Colorado
Denver Department of Cell and Developmental Biology, 12801 East 17th
Avenue, Aurora, CO 80045. Diego.Restrepo@uchsc.edu

sory input.9 Nevertheless, it is clear that a
map of odor features is found in the input to
the glomerular layer of the olfactory bulb. In
this respect, it can be thought that glomerular
odor maps are not too different from the maps
found for frequencies in the auditory system
in cochlea and for space in the visual system
in the retina. However, a marked difference
with other sensory maps is that the relationship between the neighboring glomeruli that
is relevant for downstream computation is not
well-defined.10,11 In other sensory systems these
relationships (e.g., adjacent frequencies for the
auditory system) are well-defined. In contrast,
although the odor maps are set up on the basis
of a chemotopic map with glomeruli responding to certain chemical features found in specific regions, the relationships between these
glomeruli that are relevant for processing of
the incoming signal can easily change when a
novel odor acquires new behavioral relevance.
This raises the question of how the odor maps
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are transformed to mitral and tufted (M/T) cell
firing, which constitutes the output of the olfactory bulb, an issue that should be addressable
in awake behaving recording of olfactory bulb
activity.
Given the unusual anatomical connectivity
of the first stages of the olfactory system, including the massive centrifugal feedback to the
olfactory bulb,12 it is not surprising that the
study of the transformation of the odor signal from the glomerular layer to the level of
M/T cell firing in awake behaving animals has
been marred by technical difficulties. All work
in awake behaving animals at the level of the
projection neurons has been done through extracellular recording in suspected mitral cells,
because the mitral cell layer is easily targeted
by electrodes while distinguishing tufted cell firing from firing of adjacent periglomerular cells
is difficult. Pioneering work in awake behaving
animals showed that responses in the olfactory
bulb of the awake behaving animal are highly
dependent on context.13–18 Compared to work
in anesthetized animals, which has shown robust responses of mitral cells to odors in a background of low basal firing rates,19–22 in putative
mitral cells in awake behaving animals firing
is sparse and takes place on a background of
high basal firing rates.23–25 In addition, mitral
cell responses to nonolfactory stimuli, such as
movement of the animal, have been clearly documented, raising the question of whether the
firing of mitral cells in the olfactory bulb represents higher-order processing characteristic of
the cortex.11,23,24,26
In recent work we characterized the changes
in odor responsiveness of suspected mitral cells
during learning to discriminate between odors
in awake behaving animals.27 We used microelectrode arrays with electrodes targeted to the
ventral mitral cell layer of the olfactory bulb and
screened multiple odors to record responses to
odors during a go–no go odor discrimination
learning task. Figure 1 shows that the responses
of the suspected mitral cells to the two odors
being discriminated by the animal (measured
as changes in firing rate) become different (di-
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verge) during the time course of the go–no go
odor discrimination learning task. Thus, while
in the first block of 20 trials (10 for the rewarded
odor and 10 for the unrewarded odor) the responses cannot be distinguished, by the fifth
block they are statistically different (Fig. 1D).
These changes are consistent with previous reports of changes in responsiveness during learning described by Kay and Laurent24 and a recent report on differences in responses of mitral
cells to odors depending on the behavioral context (active odor discrimination versus passive
odor application) by Fuentes and co-workers.28
When considered together with the fact that
mitral cells are known to respond to contextual events, such as the nose poke in an odor
discrimination task, the finding of differences
in mitral cell responses in different behavioral
contexts raises the question of whether those
responses are bona fide odor responses as opposed to reactions to events associated with the
behavioral task, such as licking for reward in
our go–no go odor discrimination task. This
is an important concern because it addresses
the question of whether the mitral cell odor responses represent a readout of the odor map
or a representation of the result of associative
processing, as in cortical areas in the brain.26 In
our study we addressed this question by determining whether the odor responses during trials when the animal made erroneous responses
in the behavioral task differed from responses
in trials where the animal made the correct
decision.27 We found that the responses of mitral cells were odor responses as opposed to
responses to the behavioral events associated
with each odor (Fig. 2). In addition, principal
component analysis of the responses of mitral
cells to odors showed that the changes in firing
rate are sufficient for an unbiased observer to
make a decision on odor discrimination before
the animal makes a behavioral decision. Thus,
the readout of the odor map in the glomerular
layer by mitral cells changes drastically depending on behavioral context in a way that would
make it easier for the animal to discriminate
between odors during learning.
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Figure 1. Divergence in single unit responses during learning in the odor discrimination
task. (A) Raster plot of single unit spike times organized per block for the 10 rewarded trials
(A, left column) and 10 unrewarded trials (AB, right column). Timing and duration of odor
exposure is indicated on the x -axis by the red bar in the online version and the grayscale bar
in the printed version (below we denote the color in the online versus paper versions as two
colors separated by a slash, red/gray). (B) Peristimulus time histogram (PSTH) of the data
shown in panel A. Red/gray lines on either side of the histogram indicate the standard errors
of the means. The bin size in the PSTH is 0.15 s. This means that the firing rate in hertz is the
value on the y -axis × (1/0.15). (C) Behavioral performance (percent correct as a function of
block number) for the animal from whom the cell in panels A and B. (D) A plot of the firing
rate increase above background to odor A (red/light gray) and odor AB (blue/black) in each
block of the behavior. The points represent the firing rate in spikes/0.15-s bin during odor
exposure (0.5–2.5 s) minus the rate in spikes/0.15-s bin in the period immediately before
odor exposure (−1 to 0 s). Error bars denote the standard errors of the means (10 trials per
point). (E) The pie chart shows what percentage of the responses were inhibitory (gray/dark
gray), excitatory (yellow/light gray), or mixed (blue/medium gray). A mixed response was
defined as a response to either odor A or AB that had both an excitatory and inhibitory
component or a response that was excitatory to one odor and inhibitory to the other odor
stimulus. Used with permission from Doucette and Restrepo.27 (In color in Annals online.)
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Figure 2. Lick and odor responses for which the animal made correct or incorrect behavioral responses. (A) Trial-by-trial rasters of lick behavior for the rewarded (odor A, left) and
unrewarded (odor AB, right) odors. Red/light gray (online version/paper version) indicates
periods of licking and blue/dark gray indicates periods of no licking. Data for 10 trials
are shown for rewarded and unrewarded odors per block. Blocks are arranged from top to
bottom. The green/dark gray bar in the middle of the rasters indicates when the odor was delivered to the chamber. The yellow/light gray arrows point to trials where the animal made a
mistake in the lick response. (B) Histograms of response magnitude normalized to the average
correct rewarded (1) and unrewarded (0) firing rates during the poststimulus period sorted
for the four different types of behavioral outcomes. The normalized response magnitude was
calculated for each unit for all blocks in 34 experiments (from eight animals) where the firing
rate differed between unrewarded and rewarded odors in the poststimulus period and the
animal made at least one incorrect behavioral response. “Hits” are trials in which the animal
licks sufficiently to obtain a water reward during a rewarded odor trial. Misses are trials in
which the animal fails to lick sufficiently to receive the reward on rewarded odor trials. Correct
rejections (CR) are trials in which the animal refrains from licking during an unrewarded odor
trial. False alarms (FA) are trials in which the animal responds by licking to an unrewarded
odor as if it were a rewarded trial. The number of counts per bin represents the number of
units displaying a response of a given normalized magnitude. Used with permission from
Doucette and Restrepo.27 (In color in Annals online.)

The fact that the odor response map at the
level of the mitral cell layer is highly plastic has
profound implications for the understanding of
processing of the odor signal in the bulb and

piriform cortex. Taken together, experiments
performed in awake behaving animals make it
clear that the olfactory bulb is not a structure
where the signal is processed passively. Rather,
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it is an active filter affected by changes in sniffing and by centrifugal modulation. This poses
a challenge for understanding how a particular mechanism (i.e., processing of the signal
through dendrodendritic synapses) studied in
in vitro preparations may or may not be relevant to the physiology of signal processing in
the olfactory bulb in an unanesthetized animal.
Therefore, in order to be able to understand
the relevance of specific mechanisms involved
in processing of signals in the olfactory bulb it is
important to relate measurements made in different preparations to the function of the olfactory bulb in the awake behaving animal. Each
of the different techniques (in vivo anesthetized
recording, olfactory bulb slice measurements,
and recording from awake behaving animals)
has advantages and limitations, but the relationship of measurements made under different
preparations is virtually unknown.
The anesthetized in vivo preparation has the
significant advantage that cells can be readily
studied using microscopy, patch clamp recording, and intracellular and extracellular recordings19–22,29–32 and because it is possible to
test effects of a large number of odors under carefully controlled stimulus application
where sniffing is monitored or controlled externally.7,33 In addition, in vivo anesthetized
recordings allow correlation of physiological
measurements to the neuroanatomical context
of the neurons.34–36 It is clear that ketamine–
xylazine anesthesia results in a marked decrease
of the basal firing rate, increased respirationrelated bursting in the firing of action potentials, and increased responsiveness of the mitral
cells to odors.23 But do other anesthetics produce the same effects? Indeed, how do recordings in anesthetized animals relate to the in vivo
function of the olfactory bulb in unanesthetized
animals? In particular, while some reports of
mitral cell responsiveness under urethane appear to resemble ketamine–xylazine anesthesia,20–22 other reports show some features resembling awake behaving recordings, such as
a high basal firing rate.28 How does recording under anesthesia relate to different states
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of consciousness in the unanesthetized animal? Recent work from Mori and co-workers
showed that the strength of dendrodendritic
synapses, measured by surveying the effect of
paired pulse stimulation of the lateral olfactory tract on the local field potential in the
bulb, varies drastically between different levels of urethane anesthesia and among different states in unanesthetized animals (different
stages of sleep, awake immobile, and awake
moving) and that these differences are due to
modulation through the cholinergic system.37
How the function of the olfactory bulb under
different states of anesthesia relates to its function under different states in the unanesthetized
animal is an important unsettled question.
In the past decade, results from experiments
in olfactory bulb slices have provided a substantial leap forward in our understanding of
the mechanisms that underlie processing of the
odor signal in the olfactory bulb.38,39 Studies using the slice approach facilitate the use
of powerful combinations of whole-cell patch
clamp, functional imaging, and mouse genetics
to answer questions about mechanisms underlying circuit processing. Yet, it is not entirely
clear how the observations in slice preparations relate to the function of bulb circuitry in
unanesthetized animals. Olfactory bulb slices
do not have olfactory sensory neuron input
and are typically devoid of centrifugal feedback,
with the possible exception (depending on how
the slice was cut) of feedback from the anterior olfactory nucleus. Recent studies in awake
behaving restrained animals and anesthetized
animals with sniff playback have shown that active sniffing changes the input to the olfactory
bulb measured at the level of the olfactory sensory neuron terminal using calcium imaging.7,8
In slices, the periodicity of the input can be
mimicked by periodic stimulation of the olfactory nerve,40 and although the issue of whether
changes in input frequency affect processing
has not been explored systematically, it should
be possible to address this issue directly. On the
other hand, preparation of olfactory bulb slices
severs centrifugal inputs to the olfactory bulb.
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This is expected to have a profound effect on
processing, because several investigators have
previously shown that interrupting centrifugal
feedback by lesions, cooling, or pharmacological treatment of the olfactory peduncle results
in drastic changes in physiological measures of
activity in the olfactory bulb.17,41–45
The fact that the olfactory bulb slice is devoid of centrifugal input does not mean that
the mechanisms studied in the slice do not apply to the awake behaving animal. However,
it is necessary to gain a better understanding
of whether the mechanisms studied in the slice
are modified by centrifugal innervation and periodicity of the input. For example, in a recent
study Arevian and co-workers showed that inhibition of mitral cell firing through the granule
cell dendrodendritic circuit follows a U-shaped
dependence on the basal firing rate of the mitral cell.46 Presumably, in the intact animal the
∼20-Hz basal firing rate would place the mitral cells at a point in this curve where there is
substantial inhibition through the granule cell
circuit; otherwise, the granule cell circuit would
be disengaged and synchronization through the
granule cells would be minimal. But how is the
influence of the granule cell circuit affected by
centrifugal modulation, and how does the firing
rate dependence of inhibition in the slice relate
to the dependence in unanesthetized animals?
Likely, the U curve is shifted by piriform and
cholinergic centrifugal modulation that affects
excitability of GABAergic granule cells.47,48
A particularly promising approach to understanding the role of centrifugal modulation on olfactory bulb circuits is to develop
in vitro preparations that preserve centrifugal
feedback, such as the olfactory bulb slices that
included connections to piriform cortex that
have been used by Balu and co-workers47 to
demonstrate that piriform cortex input onto
proximal dendrites in the granule cells relieves
the tonic Mg block of N -methyl-D-aspartate receptors at distal synapses. A related promising preparation method is brain explants. In
particular, explants of zebrafish brain offer the
advantage that the activity of a large number
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of mitral cells can be imaged simultaneously.49
This method has allowed Friedrich and coworkers49 to show that activity patterns evolve
as a function of time and became more informative about precise odor identity. However, to
be able to relate the studies in brain explants to
the awake behaving studies the status of the centrifugal feedback must be determined or manipulated. These experiments demonstrate the
need for further investigation of the relationship between olfactory bulb slices and brain
explants and in vivo unanesthetized olfactory
bulb physiology. Can the olfactory bulb slice
or brain explant environment be changed to
resemble the physiology of the unanesthetized
animal?
To push the envelope in the understanding
of olfactory processing, it is also necessary to
improve on the current methods for awake behaving recording. Advantages of awake behaving recordings are that cells are in their correct
context, all inputs and circuits are intact, and
cellular responses can be directly related to sensory input and behavioral output. In the case
of the bulb, this may be the only approach to
understanding how the circuit works because
the system works differently in anesthetized animals. However, there are clear disadvantages:
Although the system is in a “natural” state, it is
difficult to assess systematically what that state
is (i.e., how much centrifugal input is coming
in). In addition, with current approaches it is
difficult to manipulate the system in vivo and
therefore difficult to determine mechanisms.
Genetically engineered animals probed with
improved in vivo physiological approaches are
promising tools to help with the challenging
problem of obtaining more information from
awake behaving preparations in future work.
The study of olfactory bulb physiology using
a multipronged approach at different levels including in vitro and in vivo preparations assisted
by modeling of olfactory bulb circuitry will be
needed to address fundamental questions on
olfactory signal processing. Why are the basal
firing rates of mitral cells in the olfactory bulb
high and the odor responses sparse? Does this
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enable the circuit to attain stochastic resonance,
a phenomenon found in other sensory systems
where the presence of noise enables detection
of the signal at lower levels?50 Or is the higher
firing rate necessary for the system to engage
the granule cell circuit, and is this engagement
modulated by centrifugal input? As indicated
above, all measurements in awake behaving animals have been performed in suspected mitral
cells. But anesthetized recordings indicate that
the other projection neurons of the olfactory
bulb, the tufted cells, process information differently.51 What information on odor stimuli
are tufted cells relaying? How is odor information encoded in the M/T cells, and how is it
read out in the piriform cortex and other secondary areas, such as the anterior olfactory nucleus, amygdala, and entorhinal cortex? What
is the purpose of the interplay afforded by principal cell feedback onto granule cells that takes
place between the piriform cortex and olfactory bulb? These are questions that will gain
from synergistic approaches using different
in vivo and in vitro preparations in rodents and
additional studies in animals, such as insects
and fish, where signal processing can be studied more readily in intact preparations.
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